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This paper is concerned with the structure sheaf on the spectrum of a differential ring and its 
restriction to various subspaces of the spectrum. In particular, we show that the presheaf 
obtained by restricting has a simple description in terms of differential rings of fractions, and that 
for a large class of differential rings, the restricted presheaf is actually a sheaf. We then consider 
applications of this result to several problems in differential algebra. 
1. Introduction 
In several recent papers, there have been attempts to apply the methods of 
modern algebraic geometry to differential algebra, leading to what one might call 
differential algebraic geometry. For example, in [8] it was shown that for a certain 
class of differential rings called special, many of the basic elementary results of 
algebraic geometry could be generalized to differential algebraic geometry. Later in 
[lo] it was shown that for a different class of differential rings, many of the same 
results also could be generalized. In a recent paper by Buium [l], many new and 
interesting results have been obtained using these methods. 
One of the difficulties in this approach has been the failure to obtain a simple 
description of the sheaf of differential rings obtained when the usual structure sheaf 
A on the spectrum Spec A of a differential ring A is restricted to a subspace of the 
spectrum, such as the differential spectrum SpecDA of prime differential ideals in 
A. In particular, one would like to be able to identify the differential ring of global 
sections of the restricted structure sheaf, or to know, for example, when the differ- 
ential ring of global sections is isomorphic to the given differential ring. 
In the paper of Buium [l], this question is partially solved in the case where the 
differential ring A is a Ritt algebra (i.e. a Q-algebra where Q denotes the rational 
numbers) satisfying a condition on annihilators of nonzero elements of A. In this 
case, the differential ring AD of global sections of the restricted structure sheaf on 
the differential spectrum SpecD A is a ring of quotients Af. of A in the sense of [14], 
where F is a suitable Gabriel topology. More generally, Buium shows that if S(A) is 
a functorially defined subspace of SpecA containing all prime divisors of annihi- 
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lators of nonzero elements of A and T&4) is the differential ring of global sections 
of the restricted sheaf on S(A), then the canonical differential ring homomorphism 
A -Z-S(A) is injective and hence there is an isomorphism STS(A)+S(A). We will see 
that this is a special case of our results. 
2. The structure presheaf 
Throughout the paper, A will denote a differential ring in the sense of [12], i.e. A 
is a commutative ring with identity and d = {6,, . . ..a.,,) is a set of derivation 
operators on A. The set of derivative operators on A is denoted by 0, so that 0 is 
the free commutative semigroup generated by d. 
Recall from [l l] (or [8] in the case of a single derivation operator) that for any 
subset X of A, the differential X, of X is defined by X, = (xeA ) BXE X for all 
Be 0). If Z is an ideal in A, then Z, is a differential ideal in A such that Z,CZ, and if 
J is another ideal in A with ZC J, then Id C Jd. Also, the ideal Z is differential if and 
only if Z=Z,. 
Recall further from [8,1 l] that A is called special if for each prime ideal P in A, 
Pd is also a prime ideal in A. As was shown in (8,111, special differential rings form 
a wide class of differential rings, including, for example, differential fields and Ritt 
algebras, i.e. most differential rings commonly encountered in differential algebra. 
Any other unexplained terminology or notation is standard, as in [2], [5], [12] or 
[131. 
Let V denote any family of ideals in A, and let Spec R A = V n Spec A. For any 
fEA, let 
Wf)={PESpecwA )feP}, V,(f)=(PESpec.AIf~P}, 
s,(f)=n{A-PIPED~(f)). Mf)=n{PlPE VT(f)). 
It is immediate that the open sets IIT form a basis for the subspace topology on 
Spe+ A, and that DV(f)flD,(g) =&(fg). Moreover, the following lemma is an 
easy consequence of the definitions. 
Lemma 2.1. For any Jg E A, the following are equivalent: 
(1) g E S,(f). (4) r,<(f) c r,(g), 
(2) S,(g) c Wf )s (5) V,(g) c v,(f )P 
(3) f E r%(g), (6) D&f) CD,<(g). 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that there is a presheaf A,< of differential rings on 
Spec, A, defined for any basic open set D&) by A,(D,(f))=S,(f)-‘A. If 
DV(g)cD,~(f), then S,(f)cS,(g), and therefore by [2, Chap. II, Sect. 2, no. 31 
there is a canonical ring homomorphism Q~,J: ST(f)-‘A--*S&g)-‘A which is also a 
differential ring homomorphism. If D,<(h) CD&) CDz (f ), then alSO @h,g - eg.f= 
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Qh,J, SO that 2, is indeed a presheaf on Spec( A. To simplify notation, if 
D,(g)CD,(f), UEA and seS,(f), we will write ~,J(ff/s)=ds in S,(g)-‘A. 
The stalks of this presheaf are given in the following. 
Proposition 2.2. For any PE Spec c A, there is a natural isomorphism (j‘)p=Ap 
Proof. Since the open sets D,(f) form a basis for the topology on Spec, A and since 
these open sets are closed under finite intersections, we see that (A‘)PE 19 S, (f)-‘A, 
where the inductive limit is taken over the family of open sets D,(f) containing P. 
The corresponding family of multiplicative subsets {S6(f> ]fe P} of A forms a 
directed system since S J (f)S d (g) c S ((fg), and since A - P = U (S, (f) ) fe P} = S, 
it follows from [2, Chap. II, Sect, 2, no. 4, Prop. 91 that Ii@ S,(f)-‘A zS-‘A =Ap. 
Observe that if V is the family of all ideals in A, then Spec.A = Spec A and the 
presheaf A,6 is (isomorphic to) the structure sheaf A defined on the basic open sets 
D(f) by A(D(f)) =A,. To see this, note that the multiplicative set S,(f) is the 
saturation of the multiplicative set {f” 1 n 20) = SJ, and hence the canonical dif- 
ferential ring homomorphism Af=5”iA -,S, (f)-‘A is an isomorphism for any 
fEA. 
It follows that for any family V of ideals in A, the presheaf A, is (isomorphic to) 
the presheaf restriction A of the structure sheaf A to the subspace Spec e A. To see 
this, observe that there is a canonical differential ring homomorphism 
A(D,(f))-+S,(f)-‘A for each feA, which induces a morphism of presheaves 
@:/3-+/i,, and by Proposition 2.2, $J~:A~z.A~-*(A/)~ is an isomorphism for 
each PE Spec, A, so that @ is an isomorphism of presheaves. 
We will see in the next section that the presheaf A, is actually a sheaf for a large 
class V of ideals in A. 
3. Special families of ideals 
We will say that a family ,%’ of ideals in A is special if for any IE % and any multi- 
plicative subset S of A such that 1nS=0, there exists PE Spec.A such that IC P 
and PIIS=O, where Spec,< A = VnSpec A as before. Examples of special families 
of ideals in A are the family of all ideals in A, the family of all radical ideals in A, 
the family of all primary ideals in A and the family of all maximal ideals in A. 
Slightly less trivial is the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 2 denote the family of all differential ideals in A. Then 9 is 
special if and only if A is special. 
Proof. Suppose that B is special and let P be a prime ideal in A. Then Pd E 9 and 
Pd nS = 0 where S= A -P, so there exists P’E Spec, A such that Pj C P’ and 
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P’ftS = 0. It follows that P’C P, and hence P’= Pi C P,, so that P’= Pd is prime 
and A is special. Conversely, suppose that A is special, let ZE 9 and let S be a 
multiplicative set in A such that Zns = 0. Then there is a prime ideal P in A such 
that ZCP and PflS=O, so that Z=ZAcPd and P,cP so that P,nS=0. Since 
Pd E Speci. A, 9 is special. 
The following lemma is useful in connection with the covering properties of the 
basic open sets D&f). 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that V is a special famiiy of ideals in A. Then for any f E A 
and any ( fk II E A} CA, DV(f)c U D&f*> if and only if for any ZE V with 
(fL lJ~A)cr, ZnSy(f)fO. 
Proof. Suppose that ZE V is such that { fA ) ,i ELI) c I. If Ins,{(f) = 0, there exists 
P~spec,<A such that ZcP and PnS,(f)=O. It follows that PED,(f) and 
PE n V,(f& so that D&f)C uD&fA). Conversely, suppose that DV(f)Q 
uDv(fA). Then there exists PED,(f) such that Feud,. Hence PE 9, 
PnS,(f)=0, and {fA IIEA)cP, completing the proof. 
Recall from [12] that a family V of ideals in A is called conservative if the 
following two conditions are satisfied. 
CSl: The intersection of any set of elements of V is an element of %‘. 
CS2: The union of any nonempty set, totally ordered by inclusion, of elements of 
V is an element of V. 
Also, if %’ is any family of ideals satisfying CSI, then for any subset X of A, the 
intersection of all elements of %F’ that contain X is the smallest element of % 
containing X, called the ideal F-generated by X and denoted by (X),. Hence if % 
satisfies CSI, we can restate Lemma 3.2 in a simpler form. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that g is a special family of ideals in A satisfying CSl. Then 
foranyfEAandany{fkIAEA)CA, Dv(f>CUDb(f*)ifandonfyif(fj.ILEA),~n 
S,(f) #0. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that V is a special conservative family of ideals in A. 
Then for any f e A, the basic open set DY(f) is quasi-compact. In particular, 
S pet w A is quasi-compact. 
Proof. Since the open sets D,(g), for gc A, form a basis, it is enough to show that 
any covering of D&f) by a family of open sets D&f>, i. EA, has a finite subcover- 
ing. By Lemma 3.3, we see that (fLIntzA);rnS,e(f>+O, and hence there exists 
tESV(f) such that tE(fA)AEA)‘K. By Lemma 6 [12, p. 111, there is a finite set 
{A t ,..., &}c/i such that tE(fA ,,..., fAJ%, and so by Lemma 3.3 again, the open 
sets Dy(fA,), . . . , Dv(fA,) cover D&f), showing De(f) to be quasi-compact. In 
particular, Spec, A = DV( 1) is quasi-compact. 
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We will say that the family % of ideals in A satisfies (*) if for any a E A and any 
multiplicative subset S of A such that ann(a)nS= 0, there exists IE ‘? such that 
In S = 0 and arm(a) C I. The following is the first step in showing that A, is a sheaf. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that x is a special family of ideals in A such that ‘8 satisfies 
(*). Then for any covering {D , (f*) 1 A E A } of D , (f ), the canonical differential ring 
homomorphism S,(f)-‘A* fl,,,, S,C(fl)-‘A is injective.. 
Proof. Suppose that a/tES,(f)-lA is such that for any A EA, a/t=0 in Si(fA)-‘A. 
Then for each A EA, there exists sA E S,< (fA> such that S~CI =O. By Lemma 2.2, 
Dl(fJcDC(SJ for each AEA, so that Dn(f)CUI,,,D6(SA). Hence by Lemma 
3.2, for any IE % such that {sl \AEA}CI, ZnS,(f)#0, and since V satisfies (*>. it 
follows that arm(a) n S d (f) f 0. Therefore a/r = 0 in S i (f)-‘A. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that ‘6’ is a special family of ideals in A such that % 
satisfies (*). Then for any f,gc A, the canonical differential ring homomorphism 
(S,6(f).S,(g))-‘A -S,(fg)-‘A is injective. 
Proof. Suppose that a/te (S,(f). S,{(g))-‘A is such that a/t=0 in S,(fg)-‘A, so 
that sa=O for some s~S((fg), and hence ann(a)nS,(fg)#O. Since %’ is special 
and satisfies (*), it follows that ann(a)nS, (f). S,‘(g)#O, for otherwise there 
exists PE Spec A such that ann(a)CP and PflS,(f). S,(g) = 0, and since fg E 
S,4(f). S,(g), it follows that PflS,~(fg) =0 as well, contradicting ann(a)nS,(fg)# 
0. Therefore a/t = 0 in (S,((f) . S(g))-‘A. 
Let V be a family of ideals in A. We will say that a multiplicative set S in A is 
V-saturated if for any XB S there exists P E Spec, A such that XE P and PnS = 0. 
For example, for every f E A, S,(f) is V-saturated. We will say that the family V 
satisfies (**) if for any finitely generated ideal I in A and any Y-saturated multipli- 
cative set S in A such that IfI S = 0, there exists JE % such that Ic J and Jn S = 0. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that F? is a special conservative family of ideals in A satisfy- 
ing (*) and (**). Then A-, is a sheaf on Spec, A. 
Proof. Since 97 is a special conservative family, each basic open set DC(f) is quasi- 
compact by Proposition 3.4. Moreover, since the family of open sets 
{D,(f) IfeA) f orms a basis for the topology on Spec, A, and since this family is 
closed under finite intersection, it suffices to show that for any open set D d (f) and 
any finite covering (D&J) 1 i = 1 , . . . ,n} of D%(f), the diagram of canonical differ- 
ential ring homomorphisms 
S,(f)-‘A+ 7 S&X’A= n S&A)-‘A 
1. I
is an equalizer, i.e. (i) the mappings S,(f)-‘A+ II, S,(fi)-‘A is injective, and (ii) 
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for any (u,)E fl,S,(f,)-‘A such that u,=u, in .S,(f,f)-‘A for each i,j=l,...,n, 
there exists u~S~(f)-lA such that U=U, in S,(J)-‘A for i= 1, . . ..n. Now (i) was 
shown in Lemma 3.5, so it remains to show (ii). For i= 1, . . . , n, let U, = ui/t;, where 
T;E S, (A). Since V;/‘ti= Vi/t, in S,(fif,)-‘A, then from Lemma 3.6 we see that 
u;/f;=uj/tj in (S,(h)* .S,(f;))-‘A. It follows that there exists .s;ES,:(~;), i= I,...,n, 
such that s;Sj(u;tj- ujt;)=O for i,j= 1, . . . , rt. For each i, let ri =siti and wi =s;IJ~, SO 
that r;~.S~(fi), u;=wi/f; and Wiri= WjF, for i,j= l,...,n. From Lemma 2.1 we see 
that DJf)C Ui~.6(~i)l and hence from Lemma 3.2 it follows that for any ideal 
IE Y such that (rt,..., r”} ~1, 1ns,(f)#0. Since ‘3 satisfies (**), we see that 
(r t,...,~,,)r)S~(~)f0,SOthatforsomet~S,(f), t=C,airi.Thenlet v=~;Q~W~, and 
note that for j= 1, . . . , n, VFj = 1, a;wifj.= 1, UiF,w, = fwj, SO that U= U/~E S,(f)-‘A 
issuchthatu=ujinS,G(fj)-‘Aforj=l,..., n. This completes the proof of Theorem 
3.7. 
4. Radical regularity in differential rings 
From now on, we denote by Q the family of differential ideals in A. We will say 
that A is nice if g is special and satisfies (*), and we will say that A is very nice if A is 
nice and satisfies (**). 
As an example, any reduced special differential ring is nice. To see this, note that 
if s E arm(a) and 8 E 0, then by Lemma I of [ 12, p. 621, 0s E ann(a”) for some n > 0, 
and since A is reduced, 0s E arm(a), showing arm(a) is a differential ideal for any 
UEA. Also, it is not difficult to show that any special differential ring having only 
finitely many prime differential ideals is very nice. Furthermore, any nice 
differential ring such that every finitely generated ideal is differential is very nice. 
We recall from [3] that XE A is called a radical unit in A if {x) =A, where {x} 
denotes the smallest radical differential ideal in A containing x. It is clear from 
Lemma 2.1 and from Theorem 2.1 of [6, p. 131 that the set S, of radical units in A is 
exactly S,(l). We then have the following consequence of Theorem 3.7. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that A is very nice. Then A-, is a sheaf of differential 
rings on Spec:, A, and the differential ring AD of global sections of A-, is Si1A 
where S, is the set of radical units in A. 
We will say that A is closed if the canonical differential ring homomorphism 
8,: A+AD is an isomorphism, where AD denotes the differential ring of global 
sections of the structure sheaf of A restricted to Speci. A. This generalizes the notion 
of closed given in [l] for A any Ritt algebra. Recall also from [4] that A is said to be 
radically regular if every radical unit in A is invertible in A. We have the following 
immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that A is very nice. Then A is closed if and only if A is 
radically regular. 
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If f: A-B is a differential ring homomorphism, then clearlyf(SA)CSB, so that f 
induces a unique differential ring homomorphism f: SilA-.Sg’B such that the 
diagram 
J 
S,-‘A - S-‘B B 
commutes, where iA : A -.Si’A denotes the canonical differential ring homomor- 
phism. But S;‘A is radically regular by Theorem 2 of [3, p. 281, and hence we have 
the following. 
Proposition 4.3. The category RadReg of radically regular difyerential rings is a full 
reflective subcategory of the category Diff of differential rings. 
Proof. If B is any radically regular differential ring and A any differential ring, it is 
clear from above that there is a natural bijection 
RadReg(Si’A, B)+Diff(A, B) 
where Diff(A, B) denotes the set of differential ring homomorphisms f: A *B and 
similarly for RadReg(Si’A, B). It follows from [13, p. 891 that Radkeg is a full 
reflective subcategory of Diff. 
5. Applications to differential algebraic geometry 
In [I] an LDR-space is defined to be a pair (X, Ox) where X is a topological space 
and Ox is a sheaf in Diff on X such that for each PEX, Bx,p is a local differential 
ring (i.e. has a unique maximal ideal which is differential). A morphism of 
LDR-spaces (X, ex)-+( Y, By) is a pair (v, 8) where I,U: X- Y is continuous and 
8 : By-+v/*~x is a morphism of sheaves in Diff on Y such that for each PEX, the 
morphism 0,” : B~ wcpj -+Ux,p is local. The category of LDR-spaces is denoted by 
LDR. 
There are functors SpecD : Diff+LDROp and f-” : LDROP -Diff defined objectwise 
as follows. For any differential ring A, Specn A = (Spec, A, a) where a is the 
restriction of the structure sheaf A on Spec A to the subspace Spec, A of differ- 
ential prime ideals in A. If (X, fix) is an LDR-space, r’(X, Ox) denotes the 
differential ring of global sections Ox(X) of dx. 
In [7] we showed that, in the case of a single derivation, the functors SpecD and ro 
give an adjunction between Diff and LDROP. We now extend this result as follows. 
Proposition 5.1. The functors SpecD and ro give an adjunction between Diff and 
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LDR’P, i.e. for any differential ring A and LDR-space (X, Cx) there is a naturai 
bijection 
Diff(A, r,(X, r’x))+LDR((X, c’,), (Spec, A, A)). 
Proof. Let DiffLoc denote the category whose objects are differential local ringed 
spaces, i.e. pairs (X, 6~) where X is a topological space and &x is a sheaf in Diff on 
X such that for each PE X, @x.p has a unique maximal ideal (which we do not 
require to be differential). A morphism (X, flx)-+( Y, My) in DiffLoc is a pair (v/, 0) 
where y : X -+ Y is continuous and 6 : Py-’ I+v&, is a morphism of sheaves in Diff 
on Y such that for each PE X, the morphism 0:: OKw(p)+B~,p is local. It was 
shown in Corollary 5.5 of [7, p. 1091 that, in the case of a single derivation, there 
exist functors Spec’: Diff -+DiffLocOp and I-‘: DiffLoc“P*Diff with Spec’ left 
adjoint to f ‘, that Spec’ and f’ are extensions of the basic adjoint functors Spec and 
f of [5, Chap. I, Sect. 1, no. 6, p. 2091 in the sense that Spec’A = (Spec A, A) = 
Spec A and T’(X, @x)= @x(X)=f(X,@x), and that A*T’Spec’A is a natural 
isomorphism for any differential ring A. The proof was based entirely upon the fact 
that the category Diff is isomorphic to the category Commn of R-coalgebras for a 
comonad Q on the category Comm of commutative rings, and that the comonad Q 
is well-behaved. However, it was subsequently shown in Theorem 4.1 of (9, p. 1531 
that this is true even in the case of arbitrarily many derivative operators on the 
differential rings. It can be shown that the results needed to obtain the ‘arbitrarily 
many derivative operators’ version of Corollary 5.5 of [7, p. 109) follow from 
Theorem 4.1 of [9, p. 1531. Moreover, Proposition 5.6 of [7, p. 1 lo] also generalizes 
(easily) to show that LDR is a coreflective subcategory of DiffLoc, so that exactly as 
in Corollary 5.7 of [7, p. 11 I] the two adjunctions can be composed to give the 
desired adjunction, and hence the natural bijection 
as well. 
Diff(A, r,(X, Ox)) +LDR((X, 6x), SpecD A) 
The significance of a differential ring being closed is shown in the following. 
Corollary 5.2. If the differential ring B is closed, then for any differential ring A 
there is a natural bijection 
Diff(A, B)- LDR(Speq, B, SpecD A). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 there is a naturai bijection 
Diff(A, r, SpecD B) -+ LDR(SpecD B, SpecD A) 
for any differential rings A and B. But if B is closed, then the natural isomorphism 
B-f-, SpecD B induces the desired natural bijection. 
In [I] an affine Ritt scheme is defined as any LDR-space isomorphic to SpecD A, 
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where A is a Ritt algebra, and a Ritt scheme as any LDR-space which has a covering 
by affine Ritt schemes. A Ritt scheme (X, 0,) is called reduced if OX(U) is reduced 
for any open subset U of X. It was shown in Corollary 2.7 of [I] that the functors 
Speco and f’ give a duality between the category RA of reduced affine Ritt schemes 
and the category RC of reduced closed Ritt algebras. 
We define a very nice differential affine scheme to be an LDR-space isomorphic 
to Speco A, where A is a very nice differential ring. 
Lemma 5.3. The natural differential ring homomorphism iA : A -S;‘A induces a 
natural isomorphism Speco Si’A +SpecD A of differential affine schemes. 
Proof. We first observe that iA : A +Si’A induces a homeomorphism 
i: : Spec, Si’A -+Spec, A 
onto the subspace of Spec, A consisting of all prime differential ideals in A which 
are disjoint from S,. But since S, =S,(l), it is clear that every prime differential 
ideal in A is disjoint from S,, so that i; is a bijection as well. Moreover, iA induces a 
morphism of presheaves & : A:, - -(i;)*w. in Diff on Spec, A, and it follows 
from Proposition 2.2 and from [2, Chap. II,‘Sect. 2, no. 5, Prop. 11 (iii)] that for 
each PESpec,Si’A, (&)g : (~~)j~~P~-+(~)P is an isomorphism so that 
iA : A, +(i2)&‘AY is an isomorphism of sheaves, where A, denotes the associated 
sheaf of A,. Hence (ii, Q : SpecD Sj’A -rSpeco A is a natural isomorphism. 
Theorem 5.4. The functors Speco and l-o induce an equivalence between the 
category VA of very nice differential affine schemes and the category VC of very 
nice closed differential rings. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 5.2 that the functor Speco: VC+VA is full and 
faithful, and from Lemma 5.3, each very nice differential affine scheme is 
isomorphic to a differential affine scheme of the form Speco B where B is a very nice 
closed differential ring. Therefore Theorem 1 of [13, p. 911 shows that SpecD is an 
equivalence of categories. 
The significance of this last result is due to the fact that, in general, a morphism 
of LDR-spaces SpecD B-+Speco A, where A and B are differential rings, 
corresponds only to a differential ring homomorphism A -To Speco B and not in 
general to a differential ring homomorphism A+B. However, if one restricts 
attention to very nice differential affine schemes, then Theorem 5.4 applies to show 
that any morphism of very nice differential affine schemes SpecoB-SpecoA 
corresponds exactly to a differential ring homomorphism A -B. The reader familiar 
with basic algebraic geometry will recognize immediately that it is exactly this 
property which affine schemes possess that enables one to carry out much of 
algebraic geometry in the setting of schemes. Therefore, much of algebraic 
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geometry can be carried over to differential algebraic geometry if one restricts 
attention to very nice differential rings. However, to do so would take us beyond the 
scope of this present paper. 
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